Careers Expo 2016

In order to help students plan and gather more information about their future career paths, the Careers Team and the Alumni Association successfully organized Career Expo 2016 on 20th February 2016. We are honoured to have 9 alumni who are all experienced practitioners in 5 different professions to share their valuable experience with our schoolmates. They are Ms Cheng Hei Tung (Civil Service) and Ms Kan Kwai Yi (Social Work), Dr. Wong Chin Pang (Medicine), Ms. Yiu Wai Chun (Law), Ms Chow Yin Fong (Business), Ms Joyce Chau (Business), Ms Lai Yim Sin (Business), Ms. Chan Pui Ka (Mass Media) and Mr. Lau King Fai (Mass Media). They provided our students with a lot of useful information about the professions. The students showed great interests in their talks and were zealous to inquire more about the information of the career they want to pursue.

As a major event of life planning curriculum in our school, Career Expo managed to help the students have a better understanding of the professions, explore their orientation in future career and explore what choice of programs they will make in JUPAS.